The nine cushions of Marcel Wanders’ elegantly constructed Petal Chair are covered in comfortable, rich cream Louis Vuitton leather and resemble a flower in bloom. The seat warmly embraces the body, creating the sense of resting amid a landscape of petals. Within this ethereal setting, the stems of each petal seem to grow from the ground, eliminating the distinction between the body and
nature. Designed with an arrangement of four petals as the seat, this functional and endurably beautiful chair emulates nature as it brings Louis Vuitton’s iconic Flower to life. This dining armchair’s tree-inspired base structure, made of cast aluminium, features legs to create the sensation of a delicate spring garden.

“Celebrating the symbol of Louis Vuitton, The Petal Chair brings the ethereal beauty of the flower to life.”
– Gabriele Chiave, Creative Director at Marcel Wanders studio